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We provide the first example of a symmetry protected quantum phase that has universal com-
putational power. This two-dimensional phase is protected by one-dimensional line-like symmetries
that can be understood in terms of local symmetries of a tensor network. These local symmetries
imply that every ground state in the phase is a universal resource for measurement based quantum
computation.
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In the presence of symmetry, quantum phases of mat-
ter can have computational power. This was first conjec-
tured in [1]-[3], and has been proven [4]-[6] or numerically
supported [7],[8] in several instances. The important
property is that the computational power is uniform. It
does not depend on the precise choice of the state within
the phase, and is thus a property of the phase itself. In
this way, phases of quantum matter acquire a computa-
tional characterization and computational value.

The quantum computational power of physical phases
is utilized by measurement based quantum computation
(MBQC) [9], where the process of computation is driven
by local measurements on an initial entangled state.
Here, we consider initial states that originate from sym-
metry protected topological (SPT) phases [10]-[12].

Proofs of the existence of such “computational phases
of quantum matter” have so far been confined to spatial
dimension one. After it was shown that computational
wire—the ability to shuttle quantum information from
one end of a spin chain to the other—is a property of
certain SPT phases [3], the first phase permitting quan-
tum computations on a single logical qubit was described
in [4]. In fact, uniform computational power is ubiquitous
in one-dimensional SPT phases [5], [6].

Computationally, physical phases in dimension 2 and
higher are more interesting than in dimension 1. The
reason is that, in MBQC, one spatial dimension plays
the role of circuit model time. Therefore, MBQC in di-
mension D corresponds to the circuit model in dimension
D − 1, and universal MBQC is possible only in D ≥ 2.

Yet, to date, the evidence for quantum computational
phases of matter is much more scant for D ≥ 2 than for
D = 1. Numerical evidence exists for deformed Affleck-
Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki Hamiltonians on the honeycomb
lattice [7, 8, 13]. In addition, extended regions of con-
stant computational power have also been observed in
SPT phases with Z2-symmetry [14].

Numerous computationally universal resources states
for MBQC have been constructed [15]–[18] using the tools
of group cohomology that also form the basis for the clas-

sification of SPT order [11], [12]. From the starting point
of these special states, it remains open what happens to
the computational power as one probes deeper into the
SPT phases surrounding them.

For the cluster phase in D = 2, a symmetry pro-
tected phase that contains the cluster state, it was shown
analytically that universal computational power persists
throughout a finite region around the cluster state [22].

Here, we prove the existence of a computationally uni-
versal phase of quantum matter in spatial dimension two.
As in [22], the phase we consider is protected by one-
dimensional line-like symmetries, generalizing the con-
ventional notion of symmetry protected topological or-
der defined by global on-site symmetries. As in the case
of global symmetries, these line symmetries can be built
from the local symmetries of a tensor network which per-
sist throughout the phase. Using this, we establish that
computational universality persists throughout the en-
tire phase. The backbone of the computational scheme
is symmetry protected correlations in a virtual quantum
register, see Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Symmetry protected quantum correlations en-
able uniform computational power throughout the 2D cluster
phase. The long-range symmetry shown is composed of the
symmetries of local PEPS tensors.
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FIG. 2. (a) Stripe-like symmetry of Eq. (1). All translates
are also symmetries. (b)-(c) The generators of Pauli operators
that commute with the symmetries Eq. (1). (b) The local
operators Xk and Starl, for all sites k, l. (c) Geometrically
non-local operators Zi⊗Zj . The locations i, j are consecutive
intersections of the supports α, β of two symmetries.

Setting and result. We consider a two-dimensional
(2D) simple square spin lattice which is, for simplic-
ity of boundary conditions, embedded in a torus of a
small circumference n and a large circumference nN , with
n,N ∈ N, N � n and n even. Its Hamiltonian is invari-
ant under all lattice translations and the symmetries

Uc,+ =

nN−1⊗
x=0

Xx,c+x, Uc,− =

nN−1⊗
x=0

Xx,c−x, (1)

for all c ∈ Zn. Therein, X ≡ σx, and the addition in
the second index of X is mod n. A graphical rendering
of these symmetries is provided in Fig. 2a. These sym-
metries were previously considered in [22]. We consider
phases in which the ground state is unique, and thus
shares the symmetries.

As the Hamiltonian is varied while respecting the sym-
metries Eq. (1), the respective ground states arrange into
phases. The central object of interest is the “2D cluster
phase”, i.e. the physical phase which respects the sym-
metries Eq. (1) and which contains the 2D cluster state.

The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem 1 For a spin-1/2 lattice on a torus with cir-
cumferences n and Nn, where N � n and n even, all
ground states in the cluster phase, except a possible set of
measure zero, are universal resources for measurement-
based quantum computation on n/2 logical qubits.

To facilitate the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce the
notion of “cluster-like” states |Φ〉. For a square grid in

dimension 2, we represent states as projected entangled
pair states (PEPS) with local tensors AΦ, such that con-
tracting virtual legs on a torus as in Fig. 1 describes the
wave function of |Φ〉. The “cluster-like” states are those
whose PEPS tensors have the symmetries

= = = =
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(2)

Therein, red (blue) legs indicate Pauli operators X (Z).
This notation means that, for example, acting on the
physical leg (diagonally directed) of the PEPS tensor
with a Pauli X is equivalent to a corresponding action of
Pauli operators on the virtual legs. The reason for calling
states satisfying Eq. (2) “cluster-like” is that if we add

Z
X= I

to those symmetries, then we obtain cluster states as the
only solution of the joint symmetry constraints.

The proof of Theorem 1 splits into two parts. First we
show that all states in the 2D cluster phase are cluster-
like, and then demonstrate that cluster-likeness implies
universal computational power.

A 2D physical phase of cluster-like states. Here we
prove the following result.

Proposition 1 Every ground state |Φ〉 in the 2D cluster
phase has a description in terms of a local tensor AΦ that
has the symmetries of Eq. (2).

Our starting point is the characterization of SPT phases
in terms of symmetric quantum circuits. A symmet-
ric quantum circuit is a sequence of unitary gates U =∏l
i=1 Ui where each gate Ui is invariant under the sym-

metry group G of Eq. (1), [Ui, U(g)] = 0, for all g ∈ G. In
a local such circuit, each gate Ui acts only on a bounded
number of qubits [19]. We then have the following result
[11],

Lemma 1 Symmetric gapped ground states in the same
SPT phase are connected by symmetric local quantum cir-
cuits of constant depth.

To prove Proposition 1, we analyze the structure of the
symmetry-respecting gates UΦ,i of the circuit UΦ map-
ping the cluster state |C〉 to a given state |Φ〉 in the
cluster phase, |Φ〉 = UΦ|C〉. Writing

UΦ,i =
∑
j

djPj , with dj ∈ C, ∀j, (3)

only symmetry-respecting n-qubit Pauli operators Pj ,
Pj ∈ Pn, can appear on the r.h.s. The generators of such
Pauli operators are displayed in Fig. 2 (b), (c). Further-
more, the operators shown in Fig. 2 (c) do not contribute
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since they are geometrically non-local. Thus, the Pauli
operators appearing on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3) are gener-
ated by local operators Xk and Z-type star operators
Starl, for all sites k, l of the lattice (See Section I A of
the Supplementary Material (SM), Lemma 3).

Now expanding the entire circuit UΦ into a sum of
Pauli operators, every Pauli operator in this expansion
is also a product of Xk and Star-operators. We further
observe that, by the form of the cluster state stabilizer,

Stark|C〉 = Xk|C〉, (4)

for all lattice sites k. Using relation Eq. (4), all star op-
erators in the expansion of UΦ can be eliminated. We
thereby obtain a transformation TΦ that satisfies the re-
lation TΦ|C〉 = UΦ|C〉 = |Φ〉, and is composed of Pauli-X
operators only,

TΦ =
∑
j

cjX(j). (5)

Therein, X(j) :=
⊗

k(Xk)jk an X-type Pauli operator
with support on the n × nN torus, i.e., j is a binary
vector with n2N components.

Proof of Proposition 1. To illustrate the idea of the
proof, we first discuss the special case where the map
TΦ is a tensor product of local factors, TΦ =

⊗
k tΦ,k.

Then, to obtain a local tensor AΦ representing |Φ〉, we
apply TΦ site-wise to the local tensor C representing the
cluster state. Graphically,

=

A  CΦ

t  Φ
.

Since by Eq. (5) tΦ is a linear combination of I and X, it
commutes with X. Hence, the symmetries Eq. (2) of the
cluster state tensors C are also symmetries of the tensors
AΦ representing |Φ〉.

Now turning to the general case, the action of TΦ on
|C〉 results in local tensors AΦ of the form

C

=

A  Φ

B  Φa

b
c

d
, (6)

where the “junk tensor” BΦ [3] forms a tensor network
representation of the map TΦ, and emerges as a conse-
quence of the non-locality of the map TΦ. It inherits from
TΦ the property that on the physical leg of C (pointing
upwards) it acts as I or X, depending on the state of the
virtual links a, .., d (for details, see the SM, Section I B).
The junk tensor BΦ thus commutes with the action of
the local Pauli X-operator,

=
BΦ

X
BΦ

X

.

In result, the symmetries Eq. (2) hold for all tensors AΦ

describing a state |Φ〉 in the cluster phase. �

Cluster symmetries and computation. We now show
that the symmetries Eq. (2) of PEPS tensors imply
MBQC universality of the corresponding quantum state.
This proceeds in two steps. We establish (i) computa-
tional wire, i.e. the ability to shuttle quantum informa-
tion across the torus, and (ii) a universal set of quantum
gates.

(i) Computational wire. We now map to a quasi-1D
setting by grouping spins into blocks of size n × n. If
we block n× n copies of the tensor AΦ, as in Fig. 1, we
obtain the block tensor AΦ which forms a matrix prod-
uct state (MPS) representation of the quasi-1D system.
Contracting the physical legs of this tensor with local X
eigenstates labelled by the n2-component binary vector i
gives the tensor component AΦ(i). We can now use the
symmetries in Eq. (2) to constrain these tensor compo-
nents:

Lemma 2 Consider a torus of size n×nN , and n ∈ 2N.
For all ground states |Φ〉 in the 2D cluster phase, the
corresponding block tensors AΦ(i) satisfy

AΦ(i) = C(i)⊗ BΦ(i). (7)

The logical tensors C(i) are constant throughout the
phase, and

C(i) ∈ Pn, ∀i. (8)

Lemma 2 establishes the primitive of computational wire,
similar to Theorem 1 in [3]. The Hilbert space on which
the tensor components AΦ(i) act is the so-called virtual
space, which decomposes into “logical subsystem” and
”junk subsystem” [3]. Upon measurement in the X-basis
of all spins in a block, the logical subsystem is acted on
by the operators C(i), which are uniform across the clus-
ter phase. Conversely, the operators BΦ(i) acting on the
junk space vary uncontrollably across the phase. Thus,
to achieve computation, the logical subspace is used to
encode and process information. The operators C(i) be-
come the usual outcome-dependent byproduct operators
of MBQC. They are of computational use, as described
below under “quantum gates”.

Two points are worth noting, one technical, one phys-
ical. (i) With Lemma 2, we have mapped the original
two-dimensional system to an effectively one-dimensional
system composed of blocks. A wealth of techniques es-
tablished for 1D SPT order thereby becomes available
[3]–[6], [10]–[12]. (ii) The blocking notwithstanding, the
basis {|i〉} in which Eq. (8) holds is local at the level of
individual spins, not only at block level. (It is the local
X-eigenbasis.) Since MBQC uses 1-spin local measure-
ments, we require this stronger notion of locality.

Finally, we explain why Lemma 2 is a consequence of
the symmetries of the local tensors AΦ in the cluster
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phase. The local symmetries Eq. (2) can be combined in
such a way that they map Pauli operators on the virtual
logical register one column farther to the right,

, XZ X= =Xl

X

X

Z
X

l -1

l +1

l ll , (9)

for all l. (The tensor factors “I” for the action of the sym-
metries on the junk systems have been omitted). Iterat-
ing these propagation relations n times (n is the circum-
ference of the torus), we find that, upon measurement of
the physical qubits in the local X-basis, each virtual local
Pauli operator Z is mapped onto itself up to sign. See
Fig. 1 for illustration (n = 6 is shown). The same is true
for Pauli operators X, cf. Fig. 4 in the SM. Thus, every
virtual Pauli operator is mapped to itself up to sign, after
one clock cycle of duration n. Therefore, the action of
AΦ on the logical subsystem is indeed by Pauli operators,
as stated by Lemma 2. As a technical remark, we note
that the following construction requires that Lemma 2
holds also when AΦ is put into the so-called canonical
MPS form [23]. Details of this condition, as well as the
proof of its veracity, are given in the SM, Section III A.

(ii) Quantum gates. The subsequent construction sig-
nificantly differs from the standard mapping to the cir-
cuit model [9]. Specifically, the technique of “cutting out
coupled wires” by local Z-measurements is not available
throughout the cluster phase, and is therefore replaced.

As a first step, we observe that the byproduct opera-
tors C(i) are of the form

C(i) ∼
∏
k∈K

C[k]ik , (10)

where “∼” is equality up to phase, K is the n× n block
of spins, and ik the measurement outcome at location k.

Eq. (10) means that every site k in the block has its
own byproduct operator C[k]. This is known to hold for
the cluster state [9], and by Lemma 2 it extends to the
entire cluster phase.

Next, we find the precise form of the byproduct oper-
ators C[k] for certain sites k ∈ K. Namely, for the sites
k = (1, l), (2, l) and (n, l) in the first, second and last
column of each block, the operators C[k] are

C[(1, l)] = Zl,
C[(2, l)] = Zl−1XlZl+1,
C[(n, l)] = Xl.

(11)

They can be understood as follows. For the last col-
umn in the block, n, the operator C[n, l] is the standard

byproduct operator for cluster states. By Lemma 2 it
holds in the entire cluster phase. (See the SM, Sec. III
B for the result in canonical form.) The C[r, l] for earlier
columns r are also X-operators, inserted at position (r, l).
They are then propagated forward to the right boundary
of the block using Eq. (9), resulting in Eq. (11).

If the resource is a 2D cluster state, the special state
in the phase of interest, then onsite measurements in
the X/Y -plane of the Bloch sphere are universal [24].
Because of the product form of the byproduct opera-
tors Eq. (10), every local measurement implements one
logical gate. Suppose the measurement at site k is in
the basis spanned by |0, α〉k = cos(α) |0〉k − i sin(α) |1〉k,
|1, α〉k = −i sin(α) |0〉k + cos(α) |1〉k, with |0〉, |1〉 refer-
ring to eigenstates of X. The resulting gate is Uα(ik) =

k〈ik, α|0〉k I + k〈ik, α|1〉k C[k], hence

Uα(ik) = C[k]ik exp(iα C[k]).

Here, the operators C[k] of Eq. (8) become a computa-
tional tool, as it specifies the unitary gate implemented.
The outcome-dependent byproduct operator can be com-
pensated for by classical side-processing and adaptive
measurement bases [9]. With Eq. (11), the gate set

U = {eiαZl−1XlZl+1 , eiαZl , eiαXl , ∀α ∈ R}. (12)

can be realized. U is a universal set [27]; also see Section
IV B of the SM.

When moving away from the cluster state into the clus-
ter phase, non-trivial tensors BΦ appear, and measure-
ment in a local basis away from the symmetry-respecting
X-basis becomes non-trivial. If unaccounted for, the log-
ical subsystem becomes entangled with the junk subsys-
tem through such measurement [3], which introduces de-
coherence into the logical processing. However, this un-
desirable effect can be prevented by the techniques of [6].
By virtue of Lemma 2, we mapped to a quasi-1D setting
to which we can apply Theorem 2 of [6]. (The essentials
of [6] are reviewed in Section IV A of the SM.) In result,
the universal gate set U can be implemented in the whole
cluster phase, not only on the cluster state.

To summarize, the argument for computational univer-
sality of the 2D cluster phase splits into two parts. First,
we have shown in Proposition 1 that all ground states in
the 2D cluster phase are cluster-like, i.e., they satisfy the
symmetry constraints Eq. (2). Second, by mapping to a
quasi one-dimensional system we showed that the sym-
metries Eq. (2) lead to universal computational power.
Taken together, these two results yield Theorem 1.

Conclusion. We have described the first symmetry pro-
tected topological phase in which every ground state (up
to a possible set of measure zero) has universal power for
measurement based quantum computation. Our phase is
protected by symmetries acting on a lower dimensional
subsystem, and it is associated with a set of local symme-
tries of tensor networks, see Eq. (2). These symmetries
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are sufficient to guarantee computational universality of
the corresponding tensor network. What implications
these symmetries have on the physics of this phase and
others like it remains an interesting question.

As for the implications on the computational side, we
ask: Can the computational power of quantum phases of
matter be classified? In the spirit of this question, we
conclude with three more specific ones: (i) How broadly
can the present construction be generalized? (ii) The
line-like symmetries we consider are neither global sym-
metries, which are typically used to define SPT phases,
nor are they local like in a lattice gauge theory. Indeed,
they are more closely related to the “higher-form” sym-
metries considered in [20], [21], [26] which act on lower
dimensional submanifolds of the whole lattice. Is this
type of symmetry necessary for a computationally univer-
sal phase, or can other structurally different symmetries
lead to similar results? (iii) As one-dimensional com-
putational phases [5],[6] build on symmetry protected
computational wire [3], the present construction builds
on a symmetry protected quantum cellular automaton.
In particular, Eq. (9) defines the transition function of
a quantum cellular automaton. Quantum cellular au-
tomata have been classified [28]-[31]. What is the rela-
tion between this classification and computational phases
of quantum matter?

This work is supported by NSERC (CO, DSW, DTS,
RR), Cifar (RR), the Stewart Blusson Quantum Matter
Institute (CO and DSW), and the Austrian Science Fund
FWF within the DK-ALM: W1259-N27 (HPN). DSW
thanks Z.C. Gu for discussions.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

for

A computationally universal phase of quantum matter

Remark regarding notation: Numbered equations from
the main text are labeled with a suffix “[m]”. For ex-
ample, Eq. (3) from the main text is referenced in this
Supplementary Material as “Eq. (3) [m]”. The number-
ing of figures and lemmas is continued from the article.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

To complete the proof of Proposition 1 [m] we need to
show (a) that all bounded range Pauli operators commut-
ing with the symmetries Eq. (1) [m] are products of local
X-operators and Z-type star operators, and (b) that any
state |Φ〉 in the cluster phase can be expressed in terms of
local tensors AΦ of the form Eq. (6) [m]. The respective
arguments are provided in Sections 4 and 4 below.

Symmetric short-range circuits

Lemma 5 For a torus of size n×nN , any tensor product
of Pauli Z-operators that is symmetric under the trans-
formations Eq. (1) [m] and whose support fits into a
skewed square of horizontal and vertical extension smaller
than n is equal to a product of star operators.

To prove Lemma 5 we need a further result.

Lemma 6 Any product of Z-operators within a k×k re-
gion of a skewed square lattice can be moved to the bound-
ary of that region by multiplying with star operators.

Proof of Lemma 6. W.l.o.g., consider one of the two
sub-lattices (even or odd). The proof is by induction.
(I) The statement is true for a skewed square L2 of size
2 × 2. We now prove that (II) If the statement is true
for the skewed square Lk−1, then it is also true for Lk.
W.l.o.g., assume that Z-operators are only located on
the boundary of Lk−1. Each such Z can be moved into a
corner of Lk by multiplying with star operators, leaving
a trail of Zs in the boundary of Lk; see Fig. 5a. �

Proof of Lemma 5. W.l.o.g., consider one of the two
sub-lattices. By Lemma 6, the Z-operators can all be
moved to the boundary of that region by multiplying with
star operators. Since the initial operator Z(v) is invari-
ant under the transformations Eq. (1) [m], and the star
operators are invariant, so is the resulting operator Z(w).
Now consider a tensor factor Zi in Z(w). Since Z(w) is
symmetric under the transformations (1) [m] and these
symmetries act on diagonals, it exists in conjunction with

(a) (b)

L3

L4
i

j

k
lα

β

FIG. 5. (a) Illustration for Lemma 6. Relocating Pauli
operators Z to the boundary of the skewed square by multi-
plying with star operators. (b) Illustration for Lemma 5. By
the symmetries Eq. (1) [m], every Pauli operator Zi in the
boundary of a small skewed square region has 3 three distinct
partners.

three additional local operators Zj , Zk, Zl; see Fig. 5b
for the labeling. The two diagonals α, β that intersect
in i only intersect again on the torus at a horizontal and
vertical distance of n/2 (see Fig. 2b). Since by assump-
tion the support of Z(w) is contained within a skewed
square of vertical and horizontal extension smaller than
n, α and β do not intersect twice within such a square.
Therefore, the locations i, j, k, l are all distinct, and their
product can be removed by a product of star operators.
The procedure is iterated until no local Pauli operators
Z remain. �

Structure and symmetry of the tensors AΦ

Here we prove Eq. (6) [m], with the additional sym-
metry property BΦX = XBΦ. We already sketched the
argument in the main text, and now provide additional
detail.

We denote the 5-legged PEPS tensors of a cluster state
(one physical, four virtual legs) by C; also see [25]. The
corresponding tensors for the other states |Φ〉 = UΦ|C〉
in the cluster phase are denoted by AΦ. We prove that
the tensor AΦ is invariant under the symmetries Eq. (2)
[m], by constructing it explicitly.

With each transformation TΦ we associate a network of
“junk” tensors that has the same geometry as the tensor
network for |C〉. That is, at each lattice site resides a ten-
sor BΦ with four virtual legs and two physical legs (input
and output). The Hilbert space associated to each virtual
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leg is spanned by the vectors |j, a, b〉, where a ∈ [1, nN ]
and b ∈ [1, n] are integers and j is the same index appear-
ing in Eq. (5) [m], which we rewrite here for convenience:

TΦ =
∑
j

cjX(j). (13)

Each pair a, b naturally corresponds to a site in the 2D
lattice, which we denote ka,b.

We define the tensorBΦ by the following non-zero com-
ponents,

BΦ

j,a,b

j,a,b

j,a,b+1

j,a+1,b = c
1

n2N

j
jkX a,b . (14)

We now need to establish two properties of the tensor
BΦ, namely (i) The transformation TΦ corresponds to
the tensor network composed of BΦ, with all virtual legs
pairwise contracted, and (ii) The tensor AΦ representing
a state |Φ〉 satisfies the symmetries of Eq. (2) [m].

(i) First note that TΦ is invariant under all lattice
translations: for every j, all operators that can be ob-
tained from X(j) via lattice translations appear with the
same coefficient cj in Eq. (13). Then we can rewrite,

TΦ =
1

n2N

∑
j

cj[X(j) + trans.], (15)

where trans. indicates all possible lattice translations of
X(j), which may or may not be distinct from X(j). In
order to obtain Eq. (15) from Eq. (14) We contract the
network of tensors Eq. (14) in two steps. Consider first
fixing the index j to the same value j∗ on each link. Then,
summing over the indices a, b on each link produces the
term cj∗ [X(j∗) + trans.]. Note that this sum is greatly
simplified because, in order to get a non-zero contraction,
fixing the indices a, b on one link also fixes them on all
other links. Now we sum over j∗ to get TΦ as defined
in Eq. (13), up to a constant factor n2N . We emphasize
that the same tensor BΦ is placed on each lattice site, so
the tensor network is translationally invariant.

(ii) The tensor AΦ representing the state |Φ〉 is con-
structed as AΦ = BΦC. Graphically,

C

=

A  Φ

B  Φ .

With the form Eq. (14) of the tensors BΦ, those tensors
commute with the action of a local Pauli X-operator on
the physical legs,

=
BΦ

X
BΦ

X

.

With this relation, and since the symmetries Eq. (2) [m]
hold for the cluster state tensor C, we have,

=

C

BΦ

=

C

BΦ

AΦ

=

AΦ

X
X I

Z IX I

Z I

X

X
X Z

Z

=

C

BΦ

XX
X

X

Z

Z

.

Thus, the tensors AΦ describing the state |Φ〉 share the
first of the symmetries in Eq. (2) [m] with the cluster
state tensors C. The same holds for the remaining sym-
metries of Eq. (2) [m], and the proof is analogous.

CORRELATIONS IN VIRTUAL SPACE

As an additional guide to the proof of Lemma 2 in
the main text, a graphical representation of an X-type
correlation in virtual space is provided in Fig. 6.

X

vi
r

auq l aut
nt

um
 re

gi
st

er

circuit model time

X X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

FIG. 6. Symmetry-protected quantum correlations comple-
mentary to the symmetries in Fig. 1. The red (blue) lines
represent the action of Pauli operators X (Z) on the virtual
legs of PEPS tensors, such that matching pairs cancel. Sym-
metries displayed in both figures and their vertical translates
generate a symmetry group G̃ = Zn

2 × Zn
2 . The boundary

conditions in the vertical direction are periodic.

CANONICAL FORM FOR THE QUASI-1D
BLOCK TENSORS AΦ

We briefly expand on the importance of the canonical
form for computation. Given a quantum state, there are
infinitely many ways to represent it as an MPS. Using
this freedom, one can always choose an MPS tensor such
that it is in the canonical form [23]. The canonical form
of an MPS is a powerful tool that allows one to relate
mathematical properties of the MPS tensor to physical
properties of the state. For example, an MPS has a fi-
nite correlation length if and only if a certain linear map
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(to be introduced in the next section) has a unique fixed
point. We require this uniqueness for the computational
primitive of oblivious wire, upon which all non-trivial
gates are based; see [6] and the next section. It is guar-
anteed it in the canonical form since every state in the
cluster phase has a finite correlation length.

In the main text and Section 4, we construct a PEPS
representation AΦ of a state |Φ〉 in the cluster phase by
stacking a tensor network representation of the circuit
UΦ on top of the cluster state PEPS. While this is legiti-
mate PEPS representation, it may not lead to an MPS in
canonical form upon blocking into the tensor AΦ. Hence,
we need to go through the extra step of showing that our
results also hold in canonical form in order to use its
properties when constructing a computational scheme.

Proof of Lemma 2 in canonical form

Here we use the quasi-1D picture to show that
Lemma 2 [m] holds even when our block MPS tensor
AΦ is put into canonical form.

Proof of Lemma 2 in canonical form. The proof pro-
ceeds by considering the quasi-1D SPT phase containing
the 2D cluster state protected by the group G̃ of cone-
like symmetries generated by the symmetries shown in
Fig. (1) [m] and Fig. (6), and their translates. For every
state in this phase, Eqs. (7) [m] and (8) [m] are guaran-
teed to hold for the canonical MPS representation of that
state, as stated in Theorem 1 of Ref.[3]. To complete the
proof, we need only show that every state in the cluster
phase is also in this quasi-1D phase.

Consider a state |Φ〉 = UΦ|C〉 in the cluster phase. The
circuit UΦ is defined to be symmetric under the line sym-
metries defining the cluster phase. It turns out that this
guarantees that it is also symmetric under the cone sym-
metries defining the group G̃, which is a strictly larger
group than the group G formed by the line symmetries.
This is because UΦ is a local circuit of constant depth
with a 2D notion of locality.

In the proof of Lemma 1 [m] we identified three types
of Pauli operators that commute with the stripe symme-
tries. While the local operators shown in Fig. 2 (b) [m]
commute with all elements of G̃, non-local operators like
that in Fig. 2 (c) [m] do not. But, because of the local
structure of UΦ, the non-local operators will not appear
in its expansion (Eq. (3) [m]). So every UΦ which com-
mutes with the stripe symmetries will also commute with
all elements of G̃. The circuit UΦ is local in the 2D sense,
so it also satisfies the weaker notion of 1D block locality.
Hence, |Φ〉 is connected to the cluster state via a local
circuit of constant depth which commutes with G̃, and it
is thus in the quasi-1D SPT phase protected by G̃. �

Operators C(i) in canonical form

Now that we have shown that Eqs. (7) [m] and (8) [m]
hold in the canonical form, we would like to identify the
precise form of the operators C(i) therein. In particular,
we must confirm that the relations given in Eq. (11) [m]
still hold in canonical form, as we didn’t establish this of
Eq. (9) [m] which was used to derive Eq. (11) [m]. We
again use Theorem 1 of Ref. [3], which gives an explicit
recipe for determining C(i).

Denote by u(g) the representation of G̃ given by the
cone-like symmetry operators in Figs. 1 [m] and 6. De-
pending on the binary vector i, the action of u(g) on
AΦ(i) yields a sign χi(g) = ±1 according to u(g)|i〉 =
χi(g)|i〉. Then we have [3]

C(i)V (g) = χi(g) V (g)C(i), ∀g ∈ G̃. (16)

Therein, V (g) are the Pauli operators acting in the vir-
tual space associated to u(g) as in Figs. 1 [m] and 6.
Writing C(i) ∼

∏
k∈K C[k]ik as in the main text, Eq. (16)

can be used to determine C[k]. Then, one can straight-
forwardly verify that the operators given in Eq. (11) [m]
satisfy Eq. (16), and hence they appear in the canonical
form of the tensor AΦ, as desired.

We restate Eq. (11) [m] here for later use in Section 4,
now valid also in canonical form,

C[(1, l)] = Zl, (17a)

C[(n, l)] = Xl, (17b)

C[(2, l)] = Zl−1XlZl+1. (17c)

COMPUTATION IN SPT PHASES

Review of techniques for quantum computation in
SPT phases

Here we review the basic techniques for computing in
1D SPT phases from [6]. The proof of Theorem 1, which
is provided in the next section, substantially relies on
these techniques. This section is only intended as an
intuitive guide to the main techniques employed in [6].
It does not replace [6] as technical background.

In the 1D scenario discussed here, we deal with a chain
of N -level spins, without any substructure. We discuss
two techniques for MBQC in SPT phases, namely “obliv-
ious wire”, and “logical gates by averaging over measure-
ment outcomes”.

Oblivious wire. The purpose of oblivious wire is to de-
couple the logical subsystem of the virtual space from
the junk subsystem. An elementary segment L of obliv-
ious wire is implemented by (i) measuring a number m
of successive spins in the symmetry protected basis, (ii)
propagating the logical byproduct operator C(i) forward
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to the end of the computation, and (iii) forgetting the
measurement outcomes.

The resulting action on the virtual space is I⊗L, with

L(ρ) =

N−1∑
i=0

BΦ(i)ρBΦ(i)†.

Note that the tensors BΦ are location-independent, cf.
Section 4. Here we finally use the property of translation-
invariance of the physical setup.

Since the ground state anywhere in the SPT phase has
finite correlation length, the MPS tensors BΦ(i) are in-
jective [3], [22], and L therefore has a unique fixed point.
Note that these implications hold only for tensors in the
canonical form, hence why we require the proof in Ap-
pendix B. Denote by λ1 the second-largest eigenvalue
of L, and ξ := −1/ lnλ1 the corresponding correlation
length. Then, for m� ξ,

Lm(ρ)→ νρρfix,

where ρfix is the unique fixed point of L and νρ ∈ R+.
Oblivious wire applied to a state τ defined on the entire
virtual space decouples the logical from the junk part,

Lm(τ)→ σ ⊗ ρfix.

Logical gates. Small rotations ∼ dα are implemented
by measuring slightly off the symmetry protected basis,
followed by oblivious wire. The reason for implementing
only small rotation angles between two pieces of oblivious
wire is that unitarity on the logical subspace is violated
at second order in dα [6].

To realize a logical unitary, we measure in the basis

|i〉′ = |i〉+ eiδdα |j〉,
|j〉′ = |j〉 − eiδdα |i〉, (18)

and |r〉′ = |r〉 for r 6= i, j. Therein, {|i〉, i = 0, .., N −
1} is the symmetry-respecting basis. Then, the logical
operation

U(δ, dα) = exp

(
idα

e−iδνjiC − eiδν∗jiC†

i

)
(19)

is implemented, for small angles dα. Therein,

C = C(i)−1C(j), (20)

for 0 ≤ i, j 6= N − 1 and i 6= j, and the constant νij ∈ C
is given by

lim
m→∞

Lm(BΦ(i)ρfixBΦ(j)†) = νij ρfix.

U(δ, dα) is implemented after accounting for the byprod-
uct operator through forward propagation, and subse-
quent averaging over the measurement outcomes. Finite
rotation angles are accumulated by repetition.

The constants νij ∈ C affect the gate operation and
vary across the phase. They need to be measured prior
to computation. By translation invariance they are the
same for all sites.

Finally, a weak measurement of the observable C is
performed by measuring in the basis{

|i〉+ |j〉√
2

,
|i〉 − |j〉√

2
, |r〉, ∀r 6= i, j

}
A near-projective measurement of C is achieved by re-
peating the above procedure many times. For details
and the changeover between logical unitary and logical
measurement see [6].

Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of Theorem 1 is similar to that of Theo-
rem 2 of [6], see Sections III - VI therein. There is one
additional complication, however. In the present setting
there are two distinct notions of locality, namely “block
locality” on which the effective 1D SPT order hinges, and
“single-site locality” on which MBQC hinges. The lat-
ter is more stringent: only single site measurements are
available to MBQC, not block-local ones. It needs to be
shown that quantum computational universality persists
under this restriction of measurement bases.

For concreteness, in the 1D case we could choose to
mix any pair of basis states |i〉 and |j〉 in Eq. (18), to
construct a computationally useful measurement basis.
In the present 2D case, the corresponding linear combi-
nations of block states |i〉 and |j〉 are constrained by the
requirement of single-site locality.

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof proceeds in 3 steps,
which address unitary gates, universality, and measure-
ment and initialization.

(i) Unitary gates. Consider all but one qubit k in a
given block being measured in the symmetry protected
X-basis, while qubit k is measured in the basis B(δ, dα)
spanned by

|+〉′ = |+〉+ eiδdα|−〉, |−〉′ = |−〉 − eiδdα|+〉. (21)

These measurements are followed by oblivious wire.
In the following, we establish that (1) single site mea-

surements in the basis B(δ, dα) are sufficient to imple-
ment logical quantum gates, and (2) the resulting gate
set is universal.

(1) We consider the conditional logical transformation
implemented given certain measurement outcomes. De-

note i
(k)

:= i + ek mod 2, for any given site k under
consideration. Therein, ek is the n2-component binary
vector with an entry 1 in position k, and 0 everywhere
else. T

i∪i(k) is the conditional logical transformation ap-

plied if either the outcome i or i
(k)

was obtained, and
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(a) (b)

FIG. 7. Illustration for the proof of Theorem 1. (a) Mea-
surement patterns for unitary gates and measurements. (b)
Simplified pattern for initialization by measurement.

p
(
i ∪ i

(k))
is the probability for obtaining the outcome

i or i
(k)

. In analogy with Eq. (20) for the 1D case, we
define the operators

Cij := C(i)−1C(j). (22)

We are interested in particular in the operators C
ii

(k)

which result from measuring qubit k of the given block
in a symmetry-breaking local basis of Eq. (21). From
Eq. (10) [m] it follows that

C
ii

(k) = C[k], ∀i.

We thus find the following form for the logical opera-
tion T

i∪i(k) resulting from the measurement in the basis
Eq. (21), up to linear order in dα,

p
(
i ∪ i

(k)
)
T
i∪i(k) = (νii + ν

i
(k)

i
(k))I+

+idα
e−iδν

ii
(k)C[k]− eiδν∗

ii
(k)C[k]†

i
.

(23)
Therein, the overall byproduct operator C(i) has been
separated out. The constants ν

ii
(k) are given by the rela-

tion

lim
m→∞

Lm(BΦ(i)ρfixBΦ(j)†) = νij ρfix,

with ρfix the unique fixed point state of the junk subsys-
tem. The uniqueness of ρfix is guaranteed by Lemma 2
in canonical form, as proved in Section 4.

As in [6], logical gates are implemented by “forget-
ting” the measurement outcomes i after accounting for
the corresponding byproduct operator. That is, we im-
plement the weighted probabilistic average of the gates
T
i∪i(k) described in Eq. (23). These gates are U(δ, dα) =

∑
i| ik=0 p(i ∪ i

(k)
)T

i∪i(k) , where ik is the k-th component

of i. With
∑

i νii = 1 [6], we obtain

U(δ, dα) = I + idα
e−iδν[k]C[k]− eiδν[k]∗C[k]†

i
, (24)

with ν[k] :=
∑

i| ik=0 νii(k) . These gates are indeed uni-
tary up to linear order in dα. The angle dα therefore has
to be chosen small. Finite rotation angles are accumu-
lated by repetition.

At special points in the phase, reachable by fine-tuning,
the conversion rate of measurement angle to rotation an-
gle is exactly zero. For those ground states we cannot
establish universal computational power. Hence the re-
striction to “all ground states except a possible set of
measure zero” in Theorem 1.

(2) Now we make special choices for the site k. First,
for k = (1, l), with Eq. (17a), for a suitable angle δ the
gate action is U(1,l)(dα) = exp (2idα |ν[(1, l)]|Zl) , i.e., an
infinitesimal rotation about the Zl-axis is performed.

Second, choosing k = (n, l), leads to gates U(n,l) =
exp(2i|ν[(n, l)]|dαXl) due to Eq. (17b). Finally, choosing
k = (2, l) leads to gates

U(2,l) = exp(2i|ν[(2, l)]|dαZl−1XlZl+1), (25)

in accordance with Eqs. (24) and (17c). Again, finite
rotation angles are accumulated by repetition.

(ii) Universality. We show that the local X and Z-
rotations, and the entangling gates of Eq. (25) form a
universal set for n/2 qubits. After initialization, all log-
ical qubits are in a Z-eigenstates. Through the avail-
able local rotations, they can be rotated into the logical
state |+〉, up to the action of byproduct operators in
Pn. Thereafter, the state of the odd-numbered qubits
remains unchanged throughout. Only the local rotations
for even-numbered qubits, and the rotations Eq. (25) for
odd k are subsequently used. Because the odd-numbered
qubits are frozen to |+〉, the latter gates become

U(2,l)
∼= exp(iβZl−1Zl+1), for l even.

Together these gates are universal for the even-numbered
qubits.

(iii) Measurement and initialization. With Eq. (17a),
for weak measurements of a logical qubit l in the Z-basis,
the measurement pattern of Fig. 7a, with O = Z, is per-
formed. For a near-projective measurement of the logical
subsystem of the virtual space, this pattern is repeated on
a large number of consecutive blocks of physical qubits.

Initialization can be performed by measurement. To
simplify the procedure, all logical qubits can be mea-
sured in the Z-basis simultaneously by the measurement
pattern in Fig. 7b. �
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